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YESIM NAZLAR:  [inaudible] starts as well. Good morning, good afternoon, and good 

evening to everyone. Welcome to the AFRALO monthly call taking place 

on Wednesday 11th July 2018 at 18:30 UTC. On our call today, on our 

French channel we have Alioune Badara Traore, Gabriel Bombano 

Buseko, [inaudible], Bakary Kouyate, Joan  Katambi, Aziz Hilali, and 

Hadia Elminiawi. On the English channel we have Mohamed El Bashir, 

Dewole Ajao, Bram Fudzulani, Daniel Nanghaka, Seun Ojedeji, Pastor 

Peters Omoragbon, Barrack Otieno, Aisha Hamid, Beran Dondeh, 

Abdulkarim Ayopo Oloyede, Roger Oteng Baah, Otunte Otueneh, Sarah 

Kiden, and Maureen Hilyard. We received apologies from Wisdom 

Donkor, Dave Kissoondoyal, as well as Tijani Ben Jemaa as well. From 

staff side we have Heidi Ullrich, Silvia Vivanco, Evin Erdogdu, and myself 

Yesim Nazlar. Our French interpreters for today’s call are Camila and 

Claire. Before we start, as always, I would like to remind everyone to 

state their names before speaking, not only for the transcription, but 

also for the interpretation purposes as well. Also a kind reminder for 

those who are on the phone bride, to use star 6 to mute your lines, and 

star 7 to unmute your lines, please. Back to you Mohamed, thank you 

very much. 

 

MOHAMED EL BASHIR:  Thank you very much Yesim, and welcome everyone, good evening. 

Thank you for joining this AFRALO call for July, and it's one of the main 

focus of the call will be for all of us to get updates on the policy issues 

that have been discussed in ICAN Panama, and also getting reports and 

feedback on hot topics, in [inaudible] working group and also our ideas 
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on ALAC members. So, without further delay, we proceed with the 

agenda, I have shared it with Adobe Connect and also share it with you. 

You can see that there's many public comments, periods currently open 

for different topics, but I will start with a statement that has been 

approved by ALAC, which is there are two. The first one is the release of 

registration of one.com domain name, which is a single label dot come, 

and the second is the final draft report of the [inaudible] stack, the 

second review. So ALAC has responded to that. There is, as I said, many 

open comment periods for different topics that are listed in the agenda, 

but I think it's one of the main ones are there's a draft proposal for the 

new fellowship program, that is due by 27th July, the fellowship 

program is an important vehicle for us, for AFRALO specifically because 

we have many African participants that are joining the at-large through 

the fellowship program. There is also... there is an initial report for the 

new gTLD subsequent procedures policy development process and 

that's also an important one. There is also the [inaudible] report in the 

protection of a certain [inaudible] names and all gTLDs. Also, that's due 

by the end of the month. So, you can see on the agenda different open 

policy comments and you can raise any issue in terms of identifying 

which one is very important for AFRALO to provide comment on. There 

is some polIcy topic that ALAC decided not to submit statements on, 

one of them is the notice of inquiry for the NTIA, from the US National 

Telecommunications and Information Authority on international 

[inaudible] priorities. That is not on the comment now. There is also, 

there's reports of the review of the customer standing committee, 

which is because at-large, we are not seen as a customer of... a direct 

customer of IANA so that may be the reason. There is the proposed 

renewal of dot COBB, [inaudible] through agreement, that's not going to 
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be open for comments. So, you already have the list of open policy 

issues for comment period. I would like to move to the agenda item, 

which is basically an update on the activities of AFRALO members, and I 

hope you can share with us on the call any activities of your ALS, we 

have been following up on social media and Twitter different activities 

that was going on [inaudible] there was an ITF, an national ITF... other 

activities as well in different countries, so please feel free to provide us 

on the call with any updates you have on your local activities. So, it 

seems there is no... 

 

CLAIRE:  Mohamed, this is Claire speaking, the interpreter, can you hear me. 

Someone is asking for the floor in the French channel. 

 

MOHAMED EL BASHIR:  OK, sure. Just inform him or her to identify herself or himself when 

speaking. 

 

CLAIRE:  OK, thank you. 

 

FATMA ELKORY OUMRANE:  Hi, I'm Fatma. I'm calling from [inaudible]. I am the chair of the 

[inaudible] chapter, and I am the focal point of AFRALO in [inaudible] 

also. So, our ALS is very young, we have not implemented a lot of 

structure and for us, it's a problem because we can't participate and 

benefit from all the advantages, the benefits from AFRALO in the region. 
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So, I would like to tell you that, and we have some problem, some 

problem to connect to this meeting. So, we want to activate our ALS, to 

have some experience also, and we would like to increase our 

participation into your exchanges. I regret not to have participated until 

now because of those problems I mentioned to you, thank you I am 

finished. 

 

MOHAMED EL BASHIR:  Thank you very much, this is Mohamed, thank you very much Fatma and 

that's fine and actually we're happy to support you and the ALS in 

[inaudible] if you need any guidance or help in terms of activities, feel 

free to reach out to us and hopefully we have can here an active 

participant in AFRALO. So, do we have any other colleague who would 

like to provide an update about their local ALS activities? OK, if not we 

can proceed to the reports and updates, and we would like to start by 

that date from our African ALAC members, so if Seun, [inaudible], Hadia 

are online, please provide us an update on the [inaudible]. 

 

HADIA ELMINIAWI:  Hello, can you hear me? 

 

MOHAMED EL BASHIR:  Yes Hadia, please go ahead. Yes, we can hear you. 

 

HADIA ELMINIAWI:  OK, so, the... most recently the ALAC [inaudible] with regards to the 

one.com domain name. The public comment [inaudible] community 
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input and proposed [inaudible] the candidates to ensure that the 

entities [inaudible]. The ALAC approves that, we've commented on that 

[inaudible]... Tijani and maybe Seun can make some other comments. 

 

MOHAMED EL BASHIR:  Thank you very much Hadia, I'm not sure if we have TIjani or Seun on 

the call. 

 

YESIM NAZLAR:  Hi Mohamed, this is Yesim. Tijani is an apology for today's call, but we 

have Seun, we'll make sure Seun's line is unmuted. He was driving back 

to home, not sure if he is able to speak yet. 

 

MOHAMED EL BASHIR:  Sure, thank you very much. Thank you Hadia. OK, on the next item, I 

think just give you an update about the election of the new ALAC chair. I 

am sure you have been following up the election process and we have a 

new ALAC chair, Maureen Hilyard has been elected as the new ALAC 

chair and we thank her very much for joining our call now, I think it's... 

congratulations Maureen and she would like to speak to you. Maureen 

if you are in the call, please go ahead. We are looking forward to 

working with you and congratulations. 

 

MAUREEN HILYARD:  Thank you Mohamed, this is Maureen for the record. Greetings to 

AFRALO from the Pacific, I'm very pleased to be able to make it today. 

I'm starting what I hope I can maintain and to attend as many RALO 
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meetings as possible, and I'm very keen for the ALAC to work more 

collaboratively with the RALOs and I will be [inaudible] meet regularly 

with [inaudible] meetings and online with the RALO chairs to see how 

we can do this working together. But my visits to your meetings, I don't 

want to intrude in any way, but it's mainly to be an observer and to get 

a feel of what is happening in the regions, see how we can work 

together and achieve the policy and outreach goals that at-large has. So, 

I am looking forward to spending time with the RALOs during my term 

as chair and I'm hoping that we can help each other do what we have to 

do in at-large. Thank you Mohamed. 

 

MOHAMED EL BASHIR:  Thank you very much. Yes Seun. Thank you Maureen, and thank you for 

having the time to join the AFRALO calls and I think AFRALO is looking 

forward to working with you. Yes Seun, please go ahead Seun. 

 

SEUN OJEDEJI:  Thank you Mohamed [inaudible]. I was trying to comment but my mic 

[inaudible] the PDP call is ending by Friday [inaudible]. Then one of the 

things [inaudible] now have the approval of the at-large review and 

moving onto implementation of that. Of course [inaudible], Maureen 

[inaudible]. 

 

MOHAMED EL BASHIR:  Thank you Seun. We have some difficulties on the phone lines, there's 

lots of echo. if you are on the phone line, try to mute yourself so we can 

all hear and we have a clear voice. OK, so... thank you very much Seun. I 
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think the next agenda item is an update from Panama meeting. 

Unfortunately, many of our colleagues from Africa did have issues on 

the visa, the requirement was a little bit difficult in terms of getting the 

visa and also the requirement of having a US or Canadian long term visa, 

so we have many of our colleagues who couldn't make it there. I think 

it's good... we have also good representation, we have the ALAC 

members there, [inaudible] Fatimata also was there, so I'd like to give a 

chance to Sarah, Seun, to give us an update. Fatimata, unfortunately 

she's absent from the call today, she apologized, give us an update 

about the main outcomes of Panama and any highlights you would like 

to share with us in terms of Panama meeting. 

 

SARAH KIDEN:  Hi, this is Sarah, can everyone hear me? 

 

MOHAMED EL BASHIR:  Yes. Go ahead Sarah. 

 

SARAH KIDEN: So, I would just give a summary of ICANN 62 meeting in Panama City in 

Panama. On the first day, the highlights I can talk about was the 

multistakeholder ethos award, which I think they've been awarding for 

maybe 5 years, and this time it was given to [inaudible]. Just to 

recognize him for the work that he had done, may his soul rest in peace. 

That was what we did in the morning, and for that day mostly working 

with GNSO, the [inaudible] supporting organization, so most of the 

sessions were things like geographic names at the top level and other 
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high [inaudible] sessions, related to GNSO generic name supporting 

organization. Then on the second day, the highlight that I saw was they 

was a joint meeting between NCSG that is non-commercial stakeholder 

group, and at-large. It was just an outreach activity telling people about 

NCSG, telling them about at-large, what are the differences, how they 

can be involved and how they can participate in these groups. Then 

there were many other cross community sessions as well, on the 

highlight for Wednesday was the joint AFRALO African meeting and this 

time we were reading a statement about GDPR and the effect on us as a 

continent, as AFRALO, or as a continent. I think I should remind 

everyone that the deadline to submit your comment is this week, we're 

supposed to send the statements to the board, so if you still have any 

comments please reach out and get back to us. Then, finally on the last 

day there's just conclusion and talking about things like WHOIS and how 

it affects us and similarly wrapping up the meeting. We also talked 

about the hot topics which I think all of you are aware, and we're going 

to be talking about that later on during the call, so I will not say anything 

more. Maybe Seun and Hadia can add if they have anything to add, 

thank you. 

 

MOHAMED EL BASHIR:  Thank you very much Sarah. Seun or Hadia, do you have anything to add 

about Panama? If not... we can proceed. 

 

SEUN OJEDEJI:  Yes this is Seun, can you hear me? 
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MOHAMED EL BASHIR:  Yes, please go ahead Seun. 

 

SEUN OJEDEJI:  I am sorry my audio, I'm not hearing the [inaudible] but I am sure that 

she covered most of the things that happened [inaudible]. The meeting I 

think we had... I like to look that we had a very good discussion during 

the AFRALO African meeting and we... I would tend to think we had 

sufficient time to actually [inaudible] during that meeting [inaudible]. 

There was a feeling that there was going to be [inaudible]. Another 

thing that is perhaps not mentioned is the outreach, there was an 

outreach between [inaudible] and the at-large which happened at 

ICANN 63 [inaudible] people to [inaudible]. 

 

MOHAMED EL BASHIR:  Thank you Seun. We can move to the next agenda item, we have an 

update on the CCWG accountability work and specifically our members 

in the sub group workstream 2, unfortunately Tijani is not on the call, he 

apologized, so maybe Seun if you could briefly update us if there is any 

issues on the accountability sub group work stream 2. 

 

SEUN OJEDEJI:  OK, this is Seun for the record. Briefly say that the CCWG accountability 

progress has been quite a [inaudible], they've actually sent out a call for 

public comment, but they are... reports, and then the [inaudible], by 

Barcelona we should be done with CCWG accountability. Currently 

[inaudible] open for public comment I believe, but I am not sure 

[inaudible]. Apart from that, there is no [inaudible]. Thank you. 
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MOHAMED EL BASHIR:  Thank you very much Seun. I think on the next item, we can get a report 

on the AFRALO hot topics in the [inaudible] working group. Dave, I think 

we have an apology from Dave, but we have Daniel with us here. 

Basically just to refresh our memory, we have finished the first phase of 

the hot topics in terms of identifying the hot topics and we have a 

report that has been issued about the policy focus areas for AFRALO and 

now we have a second phase of the working group which is basically 

should work on implementation of the hot topics, in terms of doing 

activities either for outreach, capacity building, awareness, or active 

participation on the policies related to the hot topics items. So, I think... 

Daniel, if you can provide us first an update about the hot topics on 

during the call, please go ahead. 

 

DANIEL NANGHAKA:  Daniel for the record, can you hear me? 

 

MOHAMED EL BASHIR:  Yes, very well. 

 

DANIEL NANGHAKA:  OK, we have been working [inaudible] so much as the co-chair of the 

hot topics working group [inaudible], the update that I can give is that 

we're working together with Tijani, we are working on the same that 

you can have a regional call [inaudible] that is coming up soon. We 

already give a... AFRALO presented a statement on GDPR but there is 

still need to show the [inaudible] how it affects the Africa region. 
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[inaudible], but then there will be none [inaudible]. Thank you, back to 

you Mohamed. 

 

MOHAMED EL BASHIR:  Thank you very much Daniel, looking forward to the collaboration with 

the capacity building working group, because there's lots of capacity 

building activities that could be done on the hot topics. Also Dan, if you 

could provide us an update as well on the outreach and engagement, 

that would be useful, please. 

 

DANIEL NANGHAKA:  Can I continue? 

 

MOHAMED EL BASHIR:  Please go ahead, yes. 

 

DANIEL NANGHAKA:  OK, thank you very much Mohamed. This is the current status of 

outreach and engagement. I would like to notify the members of 

AFRALO that we were [inaudible], staff has given us 50% funding for 

regional outreach and engagement which is going to take car of 3 travel 

slots for one of the region and [inaudible] have been made [inaudible] 

no activity. Secondly before the slots are taken up, I am going to create 

[inaudible] action point that within the next two weeks, we the 

members of AFRALO to work on the outreach and engagement 

[inaudible]. 
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MOHAMED EL BASHIR:  Thank you very much Daniel. I think that's good news, so looking 

forward to the engagement [inaudible], in this financial year. So, I think 

it's for the hot topics implementation working group, my understanding 

is the co-chairs will be presenting an implementation plan, hopefully 

they'll be able to share that draft after it's been finalized in the working 

group, to AFRALO later on for comments, that will be great, so at least 

we have a clear action plan in terms of implementation. So hopefully 

that could be useful, we didn't have another call for the hot topics 

implementation working group but it's also useful to discuss the plan 

once it's been shared by the co-chairs. I urge you Daniel and David if you 

can finalize that so we can have that agreed within the group and then 

shared with AFRALO for endorsement. OK. We have... 

 

ABDULKARIM AYOPO OLOYEDE: Hello Mohamed. 

 

MOHAMED EL BASHIR:  Yes Seun. 

 

ABDULKARIM AYOPO OLOYEDE: This is Abdulkarim. 

 

MOHAMED EL BASHIR:  Abdulkarim, please go ahead. 
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ABDULKARIM AYOPO OLOYEDE: Thank you, just on the hot topics, I just want to add to what you said. 

Yes what we agreed is we're going to mix the other hot topics working 

groups and can agree on what we need to do before we go on 

[inaudible]. That's just what I wanted to add. 

 

MOHAMED EL BASHIR:  Thank you very much Abdulkarim. I think... thank you. We're going to 

agree with you, I think it's important to have a call and within the group 

and the group members to agree on the way forward in terms of 

implementation. So, I think I would leave it to the co-chairs to organize 

that and hopefully before the holiday season. If we delay that to August, 

many of our colleagues will be having holidays and maybe not available, 

so hopefully let's try to proceed on that. OK, so for the next item on the 

agenda we have an update on the ALS application. Sarah, can you give 

us an update. 

 

SARAH KIDEN:  Sure, hi this is Sarah for the record. We have received only one ALS 

application from Liberia Information Technology Students Union, it is 

based in [inaudible] near Liberia [inaudible] we don't have due 

diligence, and carry on due diligence and be able to share with the team 

for their comment when we receive the due diligence. That's it. Thank 

you. 

 

MOHAMED EL BASHIR:  Thank you very much Sarah. What about individual members 

applications Sarah, I think we have new applications submitted. 
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SARAH KIDEN:  No applications this time. This is Sarah. 

 

MOHAMED EL BASHIR:  Thank you Sarah. So, I think that's... we are almost concluding our main 

agenda items, so I would like to open it to the call if there is any other 

business, or any topic that you like to be raised or you want to provide 

us with an update. OK. Sarah, I think you have any other business item, 

please go ahead. 

 

SARAH KIDEN:  Hi, this is Sarah again. During the joint [inaudible], I guess it's clear now. 

This is Sarah for the record, during the joint AFRALO African meeting, 

[inaudible] the current chair of the social media working group 

requested for a few minutes to update us about the social media 

working group and he has an idea about having localized or regional 

level small teams which will do social media for the RALO. So, right now 

it's all being handled by staff and it's all handled centrally, so if we have 

any communication [inaudible] we send it to staff and they send it out, 

but they are proposing that we get at the local level, we get teams of 3 

to 5 people who will be in charge of social media and then we can share 

with staff if it's something for international audiences, so this is a call for 

anyone interested in joining the social media working group. Please 

send an email to staff and we'll let you know what happens after that, 

so if you are interested, you can send me an email or you can send it to 

staff and then we'll let you know. Thank you. 
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MOHAMED EL BASHIR:  Thank you very much Sarah. That's a very important and interesting 

point. I would also like to remind everyone that we have an AFRALO 

Facebook page and I can see that it has been some time since we have 

updated that, so, if you have also any update about the ALS then maybe 

that could be an area where we could exchange social media updates in 

our Facebook, AFRALO Facebook page. Hadia please. 

 

HADIA ELMINIAWI:  Yes, [inaudible] with regard to the AFRALO African [inaudible] and social 

media. But, I also have [inaudible]. 

 

MOHAMED EL BASHIR:  Hadia, unfortunately your line was breaking up and we couldn't hear 

what you're saying. Can you maybe try again slowly, so we can try to 

hear it. 

 

HADIA ELMINIAWI:  Can you hear me [inaudible]. 

 

MOHAMED EL BASHIR:  It is still breaking up. 

 

HADIA ELMINIAWI:  The connection is bad. 
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MOHAMED EL BASHIR:  Yeah unfortunately. 

 

HAIDA ELMINIAWI:  I wanted to ask [inaudible] AFRALO African statement that was 

presented [inaudible] ICANN meetings in Panama. 

 

MOHAMED EL BASHIR:  OK, so thank you very much. So, Sarah do you have an update on that? 

We have the statements already been shared, I am not sure there was 

any updates on the meeting yet, requested that statement to be 

updated. Fatimata is not on the call, but Sarah do you have any updates 

on that? 

 

SARAH KIDEN:  Yes, this is Sarah for the record. So, it's clear now, so we agreed that we 

would give each other two weeks, there's an echo. 

 

MOHAMED EL BASHIR:  We can hear you well Sarah. 

 

SARAH KIDEN:  OK, so we agreed that we'd give each other two weeks because there 

was a team that was going to Benin for the Africa DNS forum after the 

ICANN meeting so we give ourselves two weeks to collect comments 

and updates, I saw that people were still being putting comments into 

the document so we're going to compile that at the end of this week 

and then we'll send it to staff for them to send to the board. If anyone 
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still has comments they can contribute to the document, if you would 

like me to share the link again I can do that after the call. Thank you. 

 

MOHAMED EL BASHIR:  Thank you very much Sarah, that's useful. I think we have... who's on 

the list. Montresor, you wanted to talk? Montresor Konan, are you able 

to speak? OK, if you can speak. 

 

YESIM NAZLAR:  Hi Mohamed, this is Yesim speaking. We're checking Montresor's line 

just to double check if he is on the phone bridge or not... he is not on 

the phone bride, so we need to make sure he's able to connect his 

microphone. Montresor? 

 

MOHAMED EL BASHIR:  OK, so until he's... 

 

UNKNOWN SPEAKER:  Hi Mohamed, I have Montresor online. 

 

MOHAMED EL BASHIR: OK. 

 

UNKNOWN SPEAKER:  Montresor is asking AFRALO because Mohamed, so he is to present, he 

demands, I don't know what about [inaudible], but Mohamed talking he 

could present that. Mohamed do you know what he is speaking about? 
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MOHAMED EL BASHIR:  Unfortunately I am not following up regarding his request. If it's related 

to an individual application, I think there's a process for that but I'm not 

sure what Montresor is referring to. I am happy to talk one to one if he 

would like to provide any more information. OK, thank you very much 

Sarah for posting on Adobe Connect, AFRALO African statement which 

you can find the link, so if there's any update or comments [inaudible] 

could be sent as usual and posted to the board. An update from me in 

any other business that's on, I think, on this financial year, our request 

for [inaudible] about ICANN and the policy issues in different African 

languages have been approved earlier, hopefully we can work with staff 

in implementing that, it's very helpful. We did submit a request for 

[inaudible] that will be produced utilizing different African languages, to 

each have our members and grass roots, so that's positive. Any other 

update, or any other business from the call? 

 

YESIM NAZLAR:  Mohamed this is Yesim speaking. [inaudible] would like to take the 

floor, [inaudible], can you make sure his line is unmuted now, 

[inaudible]. 

 

UNKNOWN SPEAKER:  Hello, [inaudible] speaking, can you hear me? 

 

MOHAMED EL BASHIR:  Yes we can hear you very well, please go ahead. 
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UNKNOWN SPEAKER:  Thank you, I just wanted to... [inaudible] for the record. I wanted to 

[inaudible] find out about the [inaudible] the ALSes are now... 

 

MONTRESOR KONAN:  Hello it's Montresor, I want to have the floor after this speaker. 

 

MOHAMED EL BASHIR:  OK, thank you. Please [inaudible] go ahead. 

 

UNKNOWN SPEAKER:  I was just pointing out if the ALSes, the application [inaudible] in line 

with the new guidelines [inaudible]. 

 

MOHAMED EL BASHIR:  Thank you [inaudible]. If I understand you well, your question is related 

to an ALS application or individual members application. 

 

UNKNOWN SPEAKER:  [inaudible] program. 

 

MOHAMED EL BASHIR:  [inaudible]. 

 

UNKNOWN SPEAKER:  [inaudible]. 
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MOHAMED EL BASHIR:  OK. Thank you very much, I think the best person also... I can provide 

you the best colleague who can provide the response, Daniel, he is 

already part of the [inaudible] program, so Daniel, if you're online use 

your corp hat, could you provide us an update on corp in this new 

financial year application process. Daniel, are you online? 

 

HEIDI ULLRICH:  Mohamed, this is Heidi. I am also able to briefly [inaudible]. 

 

MOHAMED EL BASHIR: Sure, please go ahead Heidi. 

 

HEIDI ULLRICH:  Thank you very much. This is Heidi with at-large staff, for the fiscal year 

19 that has just started that will now allow for 3 travel. The first will be, 

this is per region, so [inaudible] one will be to an ICANN meeting, travel 

to an ICANN meeting, so for example there might be one... you might 

wish to send someone additional to the Marrakesh meeting in June of 

2019. The second two can be used for ICANN sponsored meetings, so 

those are meetings that ICANN has a heavy influence in funding, for 

example, there's the GDD summit coming up in a few days. There are 

other ones in your region, so that would be the opportunity for using 

the [inaudible]. There is also in the fiscal year 19, there is the 

continuation of the RALO discretionary funding and that is for all 

members of at-large AFRALO, and that includes individuals or at-large 

structure members etc, and this year is $4000 per RALO and also the 
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criteria allow for travel within the region, including flight, hotel, and a 

[inaudible]. For that choice you would need to submit an online form, it 

is requested that you read the criteria that will be finalized coming next 

week, and then reach out to your regional leadership, letting them 

know that you are going to be applying for that and then there's an 

online form that I'll be putting into the chat in just a moment, but that's 

another option for funding to outreach events. Thank you. 

 

MOHAMED EL BASHIR:  Thank you so much Heidi, that's very useful. I would like to also add that 

on the RALO discretionary fund, last year we did fund, I think 2 or 3 

ALSes events, local events and even with that I think we left with a 

remaining budget, so I think it's helpful if it's year, and I would 

encourage everyone to apply early so we can have many more local 

ALSes than supported through this program and it's good now we 

have... I think it's... we have more funding being this year which is the 

4000 I guess. So, hopefully we can also in the coming calls try to provide 

you with details for the process. I would encourage you to think about 

local ALS events and not utilizing this RALO discretionary funding for 

travel only. That was useful, thank you Heidi. Any other issue of... yes 

please [inaudible] sorry, please go ahead. 

 

UNKNOWN SPEAKER:  Good evening everybody [inaudible] for the record. I just want an 

update on the work group on the use of [inaudible]. The last, we had a 

few [inaudible] what is the position of that working group and the way 

forward as of now? 
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MOHAMED EL BASHIR:  Thank you [inaudible]. I think you mean the performance requirement 

and individual membership I think. 

 

UNKNOWN SPEAKER:  No sorry. That is just one item of the whole [inaudible], there are some 

other proposals [inaudible]. Generally, I am asking about the update on 

the working group that is [inaudible]. 

 

MOHAMED EL BASHIR:  The last update we had [inaudible] that one on, two months ago when 

Tijani presented a text to the call, and there was lots of discussion on 

that text and there was a proposal that the chair to come up with a 

revised text regarding the performances and the membership. 

Unfortunately I couldn't finalize that text and present it on this call, but I 

can have an action item on my side to present and share the text before 

the next call, if that is OK. That's my recollection of things. I can note 

that as an action item on the call, so hopefully on the next call we can 

have a discussion about it. OK, so if there is no any other updates or 

comments... 

 

ABDULKARIM AYOPO OLOYEDE: Hello Mohamed? 

 

MOHAMED EL BASHIR:  Yes. 
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ABDULKARIM AYOPO OLOYEDE: Sorry this is Abdulkarim. I just to seek clarification regarding the 

AFRALO statement, because what we agreed in Panama was to do some 

further work. I am not sure if it's going to be reflected in the comments 

because obviously [inaudible] needs to be done. I am not sure how 

we're going to do that. 

 

MOHAMED EL BASHIR:  Sarah has already provided an update that it was agreed that during the 

two week period that comments to be finalized and then we can submit 

the statements to staff and to be submitted to the board. So, you mean 

that... if I understand you well, you want to revise the statement now, 

or you want it to be? Can you just be clear about. 

 

ABDULKARIM AYOPO OLOYEDE: Yeah to revise it in a way because there were some wording that were 

not agreed upon. 

 

MOHAMED EL BASHIR:  OK. I posted the link to the statement on the Wiki, if you can submit 

those updates. I would like to give Sarah the floor to also comment 

here. Sarah, do you have any comments? 
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SARAH KIDEN:  Hi, this is Sarah again for the record. Abdulkarim, I think you missed my 

explanation. I said that people have been making comments in the 

document and we are... 

 

MOHAMED EL BASHIR:  It seems we lost Sarah, are you in the call? I think we lost Sarah or her 

line has been dropped. Abdulkarim, Sarah was saying that there's 

already there's some members who provide their comments and if you 

have any comments please share it so it would be reflected on the 

document. OK. Sarah's audio went off. I hope that is sufficient 

Abdulkarim to move ahead. OK, we don't have I think another comment 

or update, so with this I think we would like to conclude the call. It is 

one hour now and hopefully I don't want to extend further and 

hopefully it was a productive call. Thank you everyone for being patient 

and with us during this hour. Thank you very much and have a good 

evening everyone, thank you. 

 

 

 

[END OF TRANSCRIPTION] 


